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STUDY: 291113/036

TODAY’S STUDY: 7 KINDS OF PRAYERS PART 8

FOCUS: REVISION ON ALL THE 7KINDS OF PRAYERS (Revision of Study 200413/030 to study 161113/035)

KEY VERSE: “...pray with all kinds of prayers, and ask for everything you need…never give up...”
Eph. 6:18ERV

Hello, it’s been a truly insightful journey! Throughout the second quarter of this year till date,
we’ve been studying the 7 KINDS OF PRAYER (as revealed through scripture).

We’ve careful examined Intercessory Prayers, Prayer of forgiveness, Prayer of Vow. These were
immediately followed by the Prophetic Prayer, Speaking in Tongues and Corporate Prayer. Then
we treated the last of the 7, namely, Praise and Worship. It’s now time for us to revise, as you
participate in this first of two revision studies, be sure to receive all the insights you (may have)
missed in the previous weeks. Be certain you can pray effectively with all the kinds of prayer
we’ve studied (see key verse above).

You’re reminded that all the LSM outline this semester (including this particular one) are
supplemented by insightful daily devotional articles @ www.godsvisionlegon.wordpress.com
previous outlines can also be downloaded from this site. Let’s begin!

TEXT(S) OF THE WEEK: 1 Cor. 14:29-32; Acts 2:4, Psa. 42: 11

LET’S DISCUSS

Rita and Ben do not speak in tongues. They just closed from church. The dialogue below ensued
between them as they walked home. Study it and answer the questions that follow;
Rita: Do you think these folks speak genuine tongues?
Ben: Which folks?
Rita: The church members. Pastor tells them ‘start’ and they start ‘end’ they end; it also does not look
like the spirit of God came down upon them as they spoke in tongues.

 Is Rita right in her analysis in suspecting that the church is not speaking genuine tongues?
Explain

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………….(Clue: Study 191013/033-speaking in tongues)

..sharing our faith (Acts 6:7; Rom. 1:12)

Courtesy: God’s Vision
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 Using Rom. 4:17 and any other scripture(s), explain prophetic prayer (also known as prayer of
confession).

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………...(Clue: Study 170513/032-Prophetic Prayer)

 What’s forgiveness?

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………(Clue: Study 270413/030 Prayer of Forgiveness)

 When is the best time to praise God? (choose the best the answer)

a) When everything is going on well with us.

b) Even when in difficulties

c) When we want something from God

(Clue: Study 161113/035-Praises & Worship)

According to Ecc 5:5-6,

 When we vow and we do not fulfill it, how does God feel?

……………………………………………………………………………………………..................................................................
.................................................................................................(Clue: Study 030513/031-Prayer of Vow)

 Mention any two requirements for corporate prayers (also known as Group prayers)

………………………………………………………………………………………........................................................................
...........................................................................................(Clue Study 0210113/034-Corporate Prayer)

FURTHER READINGS

Insightful, inspiring, uplifting, prophetic, timely are just few words you could use to describe the all
new God’s Vision Facebook account. Yes, God’s Vision is now on Facebook.

This new account will be launched and become fully operations early next year by God’s Grace.

There’s more… the much – awaited God’s Vision Website will also be re-launched at the same time
and would begin with its daily devotional update.

In order to get more information on the commencement of these sites leave your number, email
address, Facebook name and other details with your LSM representative. God bless you.
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LET’S SUMMARISE

Tell us how this study on “7KINDS OF PRAYER” has blessed your life.

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….
.……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………...........................................................................................................................................

MELODY OF THE WEEK (Col. 3:16)

Prayer is the key (x2)

Prayer is the master key

Jesus started with prayer and ended with prayer

Prayer is the master key.

PRAYER OF OUR WORLD (Rom.10:1)

We spend the next few minutes praying;

concerning our examination-excellence, health, good success.

concerning vacation- divine protection, health, provision, walking in the fear of God.

Pray with all kinds of prayers (see key verse).

Beloved, let us pray!

Love Saints’ Meeting (LSM) is a weekly Bible study /morning devotion right within our halls/hostels. The
LSM Network consists of various LSMs including Akuafo Hall LSM, Legon Hall LSM and Commonwealth Hall
LSM. All these LSMs run simultaneously on Saturdays at 7:00am. Once every fortnight, members of the LSM
take the Bible study from their respective rendezvous to several rooms within the same hall/hostel at
6:00pm so once every fortnight, the LSM meeting takes place at 6:00pm on Saturday instead of 7:00am. The
LSM is helping many become effective in their walk with God. It’s sponsored by God’s Vision Word
Fellowship, an interdenominational campus fellowship here on Legon grounds and members of the LSM like
you. LSM...sharing our faith.
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This outline was written, designed and produced by,

www.godsvisionlegon.wordpress.com

(+233) 0243395996/0247078091

godsvisionlegon@gmail.com OR thevisionyourvision@yahoo.com
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